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This presentation was prepared on a basis of assessments performed at the
State Scientific and Technical Centre on Nuclear and Radiation Safety (SSTC
NRS), Department of NPP Equipment and Pipings Integrity. This Department
is to deal with the following tasks:

• scientific and technical support to the Regulatory Authorities of Ukraine
(Nuclear Regulatory Administration) as regards integrity of reactor pressurised
components nuclear facility;

• expert assessment by NRA order;
• assessment of nuclear facility pressurised elements integrity under the

following conditions:
-normal operation;
- violation of normal operation;
- emergency situations;
- deviations from norms and design approaches;
- reconstruction of nuclear facility elements (new design approaches);
- seismic and other impacts concerned;
- "leak-before-break" (LBB) issue solving;
- others;

• issues of equipment qualification from nuclear facility elements integrity
position;

• preparation of data complex (with scenario of the event taking into
account) by results of measurement with the use of regular control means
(pressure, temperature, etc.);

• safety assessment by the results of analyses and integrity substantiation.
For the absolutely most part of safety analyses and integrity assessments as

to safety barriers integrity the only input data that allow "to see" real event
(for example, transient at nuclear facility) are those measured by means to
control parameters of nuclear facility. Quality and representativeness of such
data completely identify quality of subsequent nuclear facility safety
assessment. It is obvious that despite correspondence between control tools and
design requirements against increasing of calculating analyses level (for
example, using of numerical methods) and inevitable ageing of nuclear facility
the issue of data from control measurement of nuclear facility parameters is still
topical. Thus, the issue of measuring trustworthiness and completeness as well
as quality of means to control parameters of nuclear facility to assess integrity
is also of increased interest.

To perform calculations on strength and durability of pressurised elements
trustworthy identification of medium heat and mechanical impact parameters
(non-steady pressure values, temperature and intensity of heat transfer from
medium to internal surface) is necessary. Practice of calculations with
sufficiently conservative values of the named input parameters is presently
being obsolete and unjustified one. It is being explained by high level and
accuracy of state-of-the-art methods to make calculating analysis of nuclear
facility pressurised elements integrity.

To determine heat and mechanical impact parameters the information is
necessary on the certain situation as on-site instrumentation readings.

On-site systems to measure and register heat and hydraulic parameters at
NPPs in Ukraine are mainly implementing their tasks. However, with time
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passing there are some emergency situations and malfunctions being detected
under NPP operation on which measuring systems fail to provide sufficiently
complete information necessary to assess these modes impact upon integrity
and durability of pressurised elements. Such situations indicate on necessity of
more complete elaboration of measuring system or appropriate measures to be
undertaken to provide for the needed information.

Let us consider as an example the situation with not closing of the main
safety valve installed at pressurizer at Zaporizhya NPP in 1995 under
performing of regulatory testing by direct increasing of the 1st circuit pressure.
To calculate conditions for reactor pressure vessel cooling the information is
necessary on temperature and flow rate of water at input branch pipes of
reactor. Heat sensors at cold legs were provisionally installed at distance by 3
m longer than cold water inlet from ECCS pumps (see Fig.l). These sensors
readings usually correspond to temperature of water entering reactor.
However, in this situation being described by slightly expressed natural
circulation of coolant within the 1st circuit it was impossible to equalise these
readings with actual temperature of water coming to reactor side.

Codes «Dynamics» and «RELAP» failed to calculate the most part of this
situation duration by the following reasons:

• complex unsteady flow with stagnation,
• staff joined gas blowing from reactor with those from pressurizer and

steam generator that is not being taken into account by these codes.
In this connection temperature of water within cold legs before reactor

was unknown. To identify this main input parameter the Department experts
were forced to use the special code "ANALIZ" available. Due to "ANALIZ" is
equipped with optimisation search apparatus, it allowed to recover the real
picture of processes by readings of the other on-site appliances and find
necessary parameters (see Fig. 1.1).

This situation showed that under the certain circumstances measuring
system fails to provide with information on the main parameter of reactor
emergency cooldown - temperature before reactor.

To perform more precise strength analysis of reactor pressure vessel the
SSTC NRS system "CIRCLE" was used based upon finite elements method
(FEM). Using of FEM allowed to take into account shape and bimetal
structure of reactor pressure vessel wall (see Fig. 1.2), to study impact of non-
uniform temperature distribution across reactor pressure vessel (see Fig. 1.3).

Analysis of non-destructive testing results showed that for all the period of
reactor pressure vessel considered operation no defects were detected there.
However in a purpose of conservative assessment of nuclear facility safety the
worst case of emergency situation was addressed, such as: occurrence of
longitudinal crack at inner surface of reactor pressure vessel(see Fig. 1.4). Inner
crack growing was investigated for the whole scenario of reactor cooldown.

Performed assessment results showed that under all the calculating cases,
including that with crack appeared at inner surface of WER-1000 reactor
pressure vessel, integrity of safety barrier is completely assured.

Necessity of more complete elaboration of measuring system was also
indicated by 1995 malfunction at Rivne NPP caused by not closing of the main
safety valve at !SG-4 steam generator under testing during shutdown of unit to
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planned repair (see Fig.2). During this malfunction progressing sharp
decreasing of temperature within hot leg of cut-off emergency loop by 100°C
occurred followed by instrument measuring temperature difference between
cold and hot legs of cut-off loop came out of scale. Due to it some part of
malfunction occurred under unknown temperature of hot leg. The named
temperature was recovered by readings of another instrumentation as well as
by record in operational log.

Due to the pressure in cut-off part of loop from the 1st circuit side is not
measured, this parameter being basic one to identify strength state of cut-off
loop No. 4 elements (steam generator 1SG-4, cold and hot half-loops of main
circulating piping, main closing gate valves as well as main circulation pump)
was also unknown. By this reason under analysis of loop No.4 pipings and
equipment elements integrity as calculating one operating pressure of the 1st
circuit was conservatively adopted for the whole scenario of events connected
with not closing of safety valve 1SG-4 (see Fig. 2.1).

To study integrity of cut-off loop No.4 elements as it was in the previous
example FEM was used implemented in the SSTC NRS system "CIRCLE". At
that time, since during this malfunction progressing sufficient changing of
temperature in hot half-loop was observed, it was of interest to consider the
hot half-loop elements as more loaded. The results of strength calculations
performed allowed to detect the most concentrated stresses places within cut-
off loop elements considered as well as make analysis of sharp changing
temperature impact upon stressed state of hot half-loop elements. There are
zones of the most concentrated stresses in cut-off loop No.4 elements
considered presented in Figs. 2.2-2.5. Analysis of stresses changing for the
whole scenario of events connected with not closing of safety valve 1SG-4
showed that main contribution into the stressed state of cut-off loop equipment
and pipings elements stresses from internal pressure introduce, on which
information, as it was already said, is unavailable. The stresses caused by
changing of temperature within loop are negligible and of no significant impact
upon stressed state of the elements. Performed strength assessment of loop
No.4 equipment and pipings elements concerning safety valve 1SG-4 not
closing mode allowed to conclude that the emergency situation under
consideration was of no significant impact upon integrity of loop No.4
elements; at that time integrity of safety barrier is assured.

The examples presented and schematic plots of nuclear facility parameters
changing (see Figs. 1.1 H 2.1) under situations considered clearly demonstrate
high level not-adequacy of safety analysis methods and quite low level of input
data that level resources spent and accuracy of assessment results. Thus, to get
trustworthy assessment of the 3rd safety barrier integrity location at nuclear
facility and quality of measurement impacts upon input data and is of exclusive
value practically in all the cases of nuclear facility safety under violation of
normal operation and emergency situation assessment.

To summarise all the above mentioned it is possible to distinguish a
number of acute issues on control means that are of great importance for
experts involved into safety analyses:

1. Place of sensors installation shall provide for adequate information on
the values under control necessary for analysis of nuclear facility safety.
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2. Properties of instrumentation shall provide for trustworthy information
on appropriate values under measurement with taking into account as much as
possible the whole spectrum of modes and loads (not only design ones).

3. In a case of impossibility to cope with issues 1 and 2 it is necessary to
make accurate recommendations for operating organisations as to performing of
special analyses for control means readings from a number of nuclear facility
areas and situations (as an example - situation with ZNPP reactor) with the
use of another instrumentation readings (installed at different places and/or
having properties that provide for trustworthy information), i.e. to carry out
extrapolation of instrumentation readings.

It is necessary to develop the special regulatory requirements to solve 1-3
issues. Presumably, it shall follow complex of optimum planned calculated
analyses (for example, under IAEA aegis) that cover the whole spectrum of
issues along the following directions:

- modes;
- control sensors (requirements to place of installation and working
properties);
- recommendations and criteria to use extrapolation, heat and hydraulic as
well as strength calculations.
For example, criterion on nuclear facility element walls thickness could

become one of the main directions to start with development of similar
requirements. In compliance with the requirements of Strength Norms in force
in Ukraine (item 2, Appendix 3 PNAE G-7-002-86) for "thick" walls with
thickness/radius ratio more than 0.1 due to impact of radial stresses it is
necessary to take first of all into account temperature parameters of nuclear
facility. For "thin" walls governing factor is pressure of working medium. It is
also to take into account availability of stresses concentrators as well as
cuttings-in along coolant movement within loop.

The questions of characteristics and types of instrumentation is in the
sphere of activity of Control and Monitoring System Department of SSTC
NRS (Head of department is A. Mehed). We are cooperate with this
department.
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Figure 1. Scheme of VVER-1000 reactor facility 1st circuit loop fragment.
Mutual location of heat sensor and zone of ECCS branch pipes cutting-in.

ECCS - emergency core cooling system.
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Figure 1.2. Finite element model of WER-1000 reactor pressure vessel used under
consideration of situation at ZNPP connected with not closing of main safety valve at

pressuriser
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Figure 1.3. Non-iiniform temperature distribution across reactor pressure vessel
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Figure 1.4. Modeling of crack at inner surface of VVER-1000 reactor pressure vessel.
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Figure 2. Layout of cut-off emergency loop of WER-440 reactor
facility circuit (Rivne NPP) and location of heat sensors

MCGV - main closing gate valve;
MCP - main circulation pump:
SG - steam generator;
1 - hot leg, including MCGV and header;
2 - one conditional equivalent tube of steam generator;
3 - cold header;
4 - vertical section of cold leg;
5 - lower horizontal section of cold leg;
6 - upper horizontal section of cold leg, including MCGV and circulation

pump.
ti ~ place of heat sensor M i installation
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Figure 2.1

Pressure of coolant in cut-off loop of the 1st circuit:
1- adopted under assessment;
2- possible real.
Pressure, MPa
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Figure 2.2 Zone of the most concentrated stresses within 1SG-4 steam generator
casing caused by the 1st circuit working medium pressure impact (with the 2nd

circuit pressure taking into account).
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Figure 2.3. Stressed state within 1 MCP-4 main circulation pump casing. The
main loading factor under the event considered is the 1st circuit pressure.
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Figure 2.4. Stressed state in the 1F33-4 main closing gate valve casing (hot
half-loop) .The main loading factor under the event considered is the ist

circuit pressure.
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Figure 2.5. Stressed state of hot half-loop piping. The main loading factor
under the event considered is the 1st circuit pressure


